
“They Will Not Silence Me”: Doctor Who Discovered Omicron Was Pressured Not
To Reveal It’s Mild

Description

The doctor who discovered the Omicron Covid-19 strain, Angelique Coetzee, says that she was 
pressured by European governments not to reveal that it had mild presentation, according to an
interview in Germany’s Welt.

When asked if it’s true, Coetzee replied: “I was told not to state publicly that it was a mild illness. I
have been asked to refrain from making such statements and to say that it is a serious illness. I
declined.” (translated).

“What does that mean?” replied Welt.

“I am a clinician and based on the clinical picture there are no indications that we are dealing with a 
very serious disease. The course is mostly mild. I’m not saying you won’t get sick if you’re mild.

“The definition of mild Covid-19 disease is clear, and it is a WHO definition: patients can be treated at
home and oxygen or hospitalization is not required,” she said, adding: “A serious illness is one in which
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https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/plus236780035/Omikron-Entdeckerin-Man-wird-mich-nicht-zum-Schweigen-bringen.html?
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/kombo-Angelique-Coetzee-omikron.jpg?itok=tvmvgr8q


we see acute pulmonary respiratory infections: people need oxygen, maybe even artificial respiration.
We saw that with Delta – but not with Omikron. So I said to people, “I can’t say it like that because 
it’s not what we’re seeing.””

When asked why she was prevented from telling the truth, Coetzee said “They tried, but they didn’t 
make it.” 

“What I said at one point – because I was just tired of it – was: In South Africa this is a mild illness, 
but in Europe it is a very serious one. That’s what your politicians wanted to hear.”

According to Coetzee, she wasn‘t pressured by South African authorities – and was instead
criticized by scientists in the UK and Netherlands, who said “How can you explain that it’s a mild 
disease? It’s a serious illness. Look at the mutations.” 

My reports have thrown them off track. In a pandemic, you also have to look at what is 
happening at the grassroots level. The general practitioners who treat the sick every day 
must be asked what they experience, how the clinical picture presents itself. -Welt

When Omicron first emerged, Dr. Anthony Fauci played dumb right after praising South African
doctors, saying: “The things that we don’t know right now are whether the people who do get 
infected have a severer form of the disease or whether it’s a light disease or somewhat the 
same as delta.“

And recall what CNN‘s resident lockdown fanatic Leana Wen said in November about Omicron.

3 key Qs about new #covid19 variants:
1) Is it more contagious?
2) Is it more virulent?
3) Is there immune escape?
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Lots unanswered re Omicron, but the Biden admin had to act. Imagine the outcry if they did
not institute a travel ban & this variant took hold in the US. @Acosta
pic.twitter.com/EJvFQuhTR2

— Leana Wen, M.D. (@DrLeanaWen) November 27, 2021

Once again – follow the science, unless the science doesn’t comport with prevailing health directives.
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